
Christmas quilling cards and tags
Instructions No. 2285
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 4 Hours

Craft unusual Christmas cards and tags with the Quilling technique. Decorative curls can be rolled and processed from simple paper strips.

Quilling kaarten en cadeaulabels maken
Wind small paper rolls with the quilling pen and paper strips. Apply glue to the end and place it in the quilling template or cookie cutter, or pull off some paper
from the paper roll to glue it to another roll. There are no limits to your imagination. When all the papers are positioned, put some glue on them. So that they
stick to each other. 

Extra tips:

To create shapes, print out any designs, place them on the cork backing and add pins. Place a strip of paper around the pin and fill with rolls. 

For the shooting star, turn the quilling template upside down. Form a star out of a yellow paper strip, fix it with pins on the cork and fill it with more little rolls. 

When all the papers are positioned, they are coated with a little paper glue so that the paper rolls stick together.

After drying, the rolls can be positioned on the cards with glue.

You can never have enough Christmas cards &
gift tags !
For the gift tags, cut the kraft paper to the appropriate size for the width.
Now determine the length and cut the paper to your desired measurement
here as well. Then slide the paper into the motif punch and press down the
handle. 

Create greeting cards and gift tags with Christmas trees, shooting stars,
Christmas balls or other motifs using the technique just described.



Once your Quilling rolls are fixed on the paper, label the card and tags with fine pens. Set accents with the pen: give the balls with drawn contours, hanging
ribbons a visual support, decorate the paper with small stars or with a frame. 

Finally, the gift tags only need a hanging ribbon - ready is the very personal Christmas mail!

Article number Article name Qty
860581 VBS Quilling starter set 1
860529 VBS Quilling strips "Colorful", 3 mm, 500 pcs. 1
537490 double cards with envelopes "Kraft paper", DIN A6, 50 pieces 1
13804 Sticker "Circles gold", 200 pieces 1
13805 Sticker "Stars gold" 1
567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
460118 VBS Jute ribbon, 2,5 mm 1
133821 Fiskars Classic-Hobby scissors, 13 cm 1
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